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Summary

The effect of measurement error on the power function of the ANOVA
test is investigated. Certain modifications in the usual test procedures
have also been suggested so as to increase the power of the test.

Introduction

The well-known parametric model for testing group differences
in one-way classification with one observation per cell is given by

Xij = V-+«.,+(^ij (I.I)

^ 2,........-, k, j -I, 2, , n,

where (i. is the general mean, is the deviation of the mean of the
i-th group from the genera) mean are the random resfiduals
distributed independently as N (0, or) and Xi/s are the true measure
ments. The hypothesis to be tested is : a,=0 for all i. In prac
tice, we get observations' yt/s, which are subject to measurement
error. Let

yij=x,j+dij (1.2)

where denotes measurement error. It is assumed, for simplicity,
that dij's are independent and normally distributed with a variance
ct|. It is clear, under these assumptions, that the measurement
error increases the error variance to 0^+°^^ and thus decreases
the power of the test. The power function for testing Ho against
Hx : (foi some i) is given by

00 f

//vi, va (F' I r)dF', (1.3)
F<a
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wheredenotes non-central f with vi=/c-l, V2=yt(«-I) degrees of
freedom,

\'=n S a,.V<72(i+(j|M)-i=x (r+CT2/(j2)-i^ (1.4)

/^a being the upper 100 a % point of the central F~ distribution.
The extent to which the observed power given by. (1.3) deviates from
the true power is seen from Table 1 constructed for «=0.05, Vi=4,
v2=30, cf|/a®=0.25, 0.50, 0.75 and a few selected values of

^4 = Vx/(vi+I).

TABLE 1

True and observed powers for ANOVA test—Parametric model, one
observation per experimental unit,

a=0.05, Vi=4. Vj=30.

0 True Power

ObservedPower oJ/tr®

0.25 0.50 0.75

0.0 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05

0,5 0,1101 0.0956 0.0862 0.0796

1.0 0.3421 0.2790 0.2373 0,2077

1.2 0.4822 0.3931 0.3279 0.2862

1.4 0.6282 0.5197 0.4417 0.3823

1.6 0.7598 0.6496 0.5617 0.4891

1.8 0.8619 0.7649 0.6757 0.6006

2.0 0.9300 0.8562 0.7787 0.7054

2.2 0.9681 0.9210 0.8600 0.7952

2.6 0.9960 0.9838 0.9570 0.9204

3.0 0.9997 0.9988 0.9931 0.9774

2i Some Modifications in the Test Procedure

The test will be more powerful if. we can Separate, out the
measurement error variance o| from cT^ The models of type (1.2)
donot allow for the separation of these two components. The
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simplest procedure to do the separation would be to consider rejieated
measurements on each of the experimental, units. This leads 'to
constructing a model

i=l, 2,"-, k', j I, H, / 1, ,f
ii .

The ANOVA under this model is shown in Table 2. Ii
1;

TABLE 2 ii

Source d.f. M.S. EiM.S.)

Between Groups k-\ nr'Ziyi...-y..-Y sfj,. nrlfl? lik-\)+ra^^a^

Between units
within Groups

Between
Measurements

Total

/c(«-l) n2S(F.7-3^-.r
iS

kn{r-\) ^•znyni-yu-y: \,i
i} I d-

km-\ SSS(;c,
i i I.

For testing the group differences, we employ the test criterion i|reject
^^0, if ;

v.(2.2)-
"wy

To calculate power of this test,, we see that under the alternative
hypothesis H\, the ratio follows non-central F-distribution
with d.f. n—k— I, v2=fc(K— I) and non-centrality parameter

V=«^af/o='[I+a|(ra^)]-^ •::-(2.3)

I

If there were no measurement error in the observations, the| ratio
would follow, under Hi, non-central F with non-centrality parameter

Hence y'e '̂K for large r and thus the power of the test with fallible
observations will be almost equal to that of the true test.
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The best recourse would be to separate out from the observed
variances and then apply the usual test criterion. We find from
Table 2 that the estimates of and are given by

-'=(4 -sDir, aVi ...(2,4)

So, it will be worthwhile to subtracts! from both numerator and
denominator ofFin (2.2) that is, use the test statistic

si—si'

In this case both numerator and denominator of F would provide
unbiased estimate of a® under the null hypothesis and also t_he statistic
F becomes free from measurement error. However, this F will not
have the i^-distribution.

It can be shown that

where

p-A-Pi-l
CaFa-I

Fl —P(k-1. hn{r-l))

Following Morrison (I97I), we can find

Prob

=Prob{CiFi—CaA:Fa>I-A:} ...(2.6)
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